PERFORMANCE IN SYNC WITH YOUR DESIGN

with the aesthetic of clean lines and
a reliable fit. It’s a minimalist profile
that reflects your vision.

| REFLECT™

manufactured construction together

andHARMONIOUS

its slimmest line yet. The best of

IN SYNC

space and aesthetic, DIRTT delivers

| FEBRUARY 2021

Made to harmonize with your

| FEBRUARY 2021
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Base height of only 1¾” (44 mm)

2

Frameless glass barn doors with hidden hardware track

3

More than 60% thinner than DIRTT’s standard glass walls

4

Innovative levelling system (½” variance) works in more places with uneven floors

5

Slim profile ceiling connections

6

Transparent polycarbonate glass connections reduce the number of vertical supports

7

Efficient manufacturing to keep your project on schedule

BUILT WITH THE SPEED AND PRECISION YOU EXPECT FROM DIRTT

Reflect walls are designed and built within the DIRTT ecosystem, backed by 15 years of excellence
in manufactured construction. Your vision is integrated in DIRTT’s proprietary software,
manufactured and pre-cut before arriving on-site. Expect precision manufacturing, completed
efficiently. And with a solution driven by technology, there are no surprise price changes.
IN HARMONY WITH THE BASE BUILDING

| REFLECT™

andHARMONIOUS

within ½” (13 mm) of variance. Uneven floors and a slim-line wall solution can be together at last.

IN SYNC

tolerances of your building. The levelling capability ensures each pane of glass can be adjusted

| FEBRUARY 2021

Walls in the Reflect line are assembled on-site where they’re independently levelled to the exact

| FEBRUARY 2021
| REFLECT™

andHARMONIOUS
IN SYNC

BUILT IN BALANCE WITH SUSTAINABILITY STANDARD

As part of the DIRTT ecosystem, Reflect is designed in proprietary software that feeds into precise
manufacturing. The process means glass can be sourced locally without the risk of incompatibility, reducing
shipping costs and environmental impacts. Further, aluminum used in all DIRTT solutions contains 50-60%
recycled content. Your DIRTT team can work with you to evaluate applicable green building credits.
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